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August 16, 2020 - Akvis Airbrush
is a photo painting software that

draws a spray gun from a photo.n
Disclaimer It acts as an artistic
filter using the selected photo

settings. n Converting an Image to
a Pure Gradient This tool will
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allow you to turn an ordinary photo
into a photo that looks like a photo

taken with blur technology. The
photo blur effect is becoming

more and more popular.n
Transforming the original image
using filters and masks Bitmap

images can be accessed in a variety
of ways. Some of them just have

bare pixelation. In this case, it may
seem like there is nothing you can

do with your image. However,
there are tools that can easily
transform your image into an

artistic mask that can be overlaid
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on top of digital photos.n Partial
Retouch is made from individual
layers and overlays. This is the
easiest way to enhance a photo

using plugins. In fact, it makes her
even more beautiful and

interesting. Unfortunately, some
types of photos simply do not fit

this class of plugins and only
exacerbate the problem. A little

editing on the image, adding a few
layers and improving the quality of

the image can help improve the
photo.n Add contrast with a

gradient The main problem with
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photos is lost in their monotony
and very rarely seems worthy of
attention. But with the help of
gradient processing, you can

visually change your photos and
make them more vivid and

interesting.n Stereo Effect This
tool allows you to show the depth

and realism of an image,
depending on the angle of view. n

Creating a background from a
texture It is not so difficult to

create a shadow to make an image
realistic. Use simple tools such as a
flat gradient to highlight part of an
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image.n Rotate Photo 90 Degrees
Using this tool allows you to depict

a face in a photo that you have
positioned as if you rotated the

face to a 90 degree position.n Face
RetouchThis tool removes shadows

and makes the image more
voluminous. It can also add more
depth and make your photo come

alive.n Mirror Processing You
don't want your image to look like
an x-ray in a new light, do you? A
small tool will soften the effect of
the x-ray, but this does not always

work. But they can create the
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effect of x-rays in a photograph.
source
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